
GET WHAT YOU 
PAY FOR... AND 

MORE.

Experience the completely new 
R50-11 Greens Roller.

Building on our long history of industry 
leading design and innovation, Tru-Turf has 
incorporated more world firsts, making the 
industry leading roller even better! 

Driven by a flexible, full width contour 
following drive roller and equipped with 
Tru-Turf’s patented triple offset smoothing 
rollers, following contours is a breeze. 
Combine this with overlapping roller heads 
and our innovative new self cleaning 
smoothing roller system and you achieve 
a true, smooth 50” (1270mm) wide roll on 
the most contoured greens without leaving 
gaps, grass clippings or line crease marks. 

Always evolving, we have incorporated a 
new quick release design allowing for a 
fast, safe and tool free transition between 
brushing, spiking or slicing attachments. 
This allows you to spend less time in the 
workshop and more time on the greens, 
saving you time and money. 

While other greens rolling machines rely 
on weight to heavily compress the playing 
surface, Tru-Turf lightweight rollers create 
fast, true surfaces, without compacting the 
soil beneath, resulting in healthier greens.

Experience the Tru-Turf advantage today. 
Contact your local dealer and see the 
results for yourself.

Latest model may vary slightly in design to image shown.



BRUSH

Changing attachments has never been so easy. Simply remove the 

quick release safety pin & switch out the attachment.

Engine
Type
Horsepower
Lighting Coil
Engine Cover

Honda 2:1
6.5hp (4.85 kw)
Built into engine
Fully enclosed

Transmission
Manufacturer
Model

Eaton
Hydrostatic Series, 11

Oil Capacity
Engine
Transmission

1.05qts (1L) + Filter
6qts (6.84L) + Filter

Cooling
Engine
Transmission

Air cooled
8 blade cooling fan

Drive Train 1/2” duplex chain, self-adjusting

Drive Roller Rubber coated, non-stick.
Flexible, contour following

Direction Control Ergonomically positioned foot pedals

Speed Control Progressive foot pedal movement, down/
up Dampeners for smooth stopping

Operating Speed 0-9 mph (0-15kph)

Steering Joystick - Light load, directly connected to 
smoothing head

Engine Vibration Isolated through rubber mounts

Seat Premium UV protected, with adjustable 
armrests

Trailer Integrated, extra heavy duty, folds from 
rolling position to transport position

R50-11 Specifications
Ground Pressure (Footprint) 3.8 psi (26 kPa)

Smoothing Heads 2 overlapping, fitted with tri-rollers in 
each head, no gap between heads

Rolling Width (Swath) 50” (1270mm)

Weight 726lb (330kg)

Drawbar
Lifting weight when connecting
Pin style, standard

25lb (11kg)
Quick release, pin built in

Tires 18 x 6.50 x 8. 4 ply

Engine Start/Stop Recoil & Switch

Brake
Roller
Park

Hydrostatic
Handbrake, Drum style

OPS Seat Safety Switch Operated through operator seat presence 
or absence

Optional Equipment
Lights
Slicer - Quick release

Spiker - Quick release

Brush - Quick release
Drawbar coupling 2” (50mm)
Drop down leg

ac/dc LED
15 blades, self-rotating on shaft & bearings
Slice depth up to 30mm, (1 1/4”)
30 wheels, self-rotating on SS shaft & 
bearings
Spike depth 25mm, (1”)
Stiff or Medium strength bristles available
Ball style
Suits Ball style drawbar only

Warranty 2 years - Limited manufacturer’s warranty.

SPIKER

CHOOSE THE OPTIONS THAT SUIT  
YOUR NEEDS

The R50-11 comes standard with our hassle free, self cleaning, 

self adjusting, smoothing roller nodules. 

Look no further than our innovative range of optional attachments 
that can help increase productivity and provide great results 
through design, not weight. 

www. truturf.com

SLICER

SELF CLEANING

STANDARD

OPTIONAL OPTIONAL OPTIONAL


